Our Most Popular Monitor!

SAFE w/ “Always ON” Technology
The TL-2100S Monitor is designed for use with all Smart Caregiver corded sensor pads, floor mats and seat belts. Simply plug a sensor pad into the monitor and place the pad under the resident in a chair or bed. When the resident gets up and pressure is removed, the alarm will sound notifying caregivers that the resident is on the move. This alarm features a Safety Auto-Reset™ Function which will automatically reset and silence the alarm when pressure is re-applied to the sensor pad.

Optional TamperProof™ Setting
When set to TamperProof™, the Monitor alert can ONLY be reset using the provided Caregiver Key™. Selecting this setting ensures that only the designated caregiver can silence the alarm.

Key Features:
- Full-Range Volume Control
- Nurse Call Capability - enables you to use with existing hard wired nurse call system
- Optional Setting: TamperProof™ Caregiver Key allows control of who is able to reset the monitor
- Batteries not included (3-AA)
- Optional AC adapter (AC-05)

* Optional model - TL-2100ST, 9V battery or optional AC Adapter (AC-02)